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Oddball 

How to play this game: 
The players may either stand in a large circle or a line. The adult/leader throws a large soft ball to each child in turn. 

If it is caught and returned, the player takes a step backwards. If the ball is dropped or thrown back in such a way 

that the adult/leader cannot catch it then the child takes a step forward. Repeat several times. The player who is the 

furthest away from the adult/leader at the end of the game is the winner. 

 

Adaptations 

For different sports use a different ball e.g. if 

you are doing a cricket fielding practice use 

a tennis ball; for a basketball game use a 

basketball. 

If using a basketball or netball get the 

adult/leader to tell the player how to throw 

the ball back e.g. bounce pass/chest pass/ 

overhead pass/javelin pass. 

Give each player a cone to mark their 

starting position and throw the ball so that 

they either have to run forward/back to 

catch it, they should return the ball to the 

adult/leader from where they catch the ball. 

This can be used as a goalkeeper’s game for 

handball or football. It is best to play this on 

a grass area. The adult/leader can then 

throw the ball to the side of the child who 

may have to jump or dive to catch the ball. 

Specify whether you want the children to 

catch the ball using either one or two 

hands.  

Specify whether you want left- or right-

handed catches. 

To make this more dynamic get the children 

to take a few paces forward between 

catching and throwing the ball back to the 

adult/leader. 

 

Learning Objectives 

• Taking turns 

• Catching and throwing skills 

• Can be used as a fun cool-down or as a drill in a PE 

lesson 

Resources 

• Activity area 

• Soft ball. 


